The charge o f a spin 3/2, 20-dimensional wave equation o f the G el'fand-Yaglom form based on the representation (1/2, 3/2) ® (-1/2, 3/2) © (1/2, 5/2) © (-1/2, 5/2) © (1/2, 3/2) © (-1/2, 3/2) and its propagation behaviour in an external electrom agnetic field are studied, and it is shown that its charge is definite but its propagation is not causal.
Introduction
In this paper we shall be concerned with an example of a wave equation of the Gel'fandYoglom form [1, 2, 3] du/ ö y j du/ du/ 
-------------------------------h -----t-/
with components r interlocking according to the scheme
The canonical form of the wave equation (1) (in the general case) with respect to the canonical basis [3] i _ fxu pfi rl2 FI2 Im) IS/i,oti» S/i./wi' 's/i. ffij' l5/2,m2' s/i, W i'
/, = 1/2, W, = 1/2, -1/2, l2 = 3/2, m2 = 3/2, 1 /2 ,-1 / 2 ,-3 /2 , which is invariant under the complete group, deriv able from an invariant Lagrangian and associated with the bilinear form (i//], y/2) defined by the con stants [4] r TiTi -/yTiTi _ , T 2 T 2 -T 2T 2 = -1, a 1 1== 1 , a a Tiri = Ti = 1 has a matrix L 0 which in block form reads:
fo r/= 1/ 2 ,
(Our notation is the same as that of [3] .) The example we shall be concerned with is a 20-dimensional wave equation and describes par ticles of spin 3/2 with definite charge. We shall also look upon its propagation behaviour in an external electromaanetic field. 
Thus L 0 is not a diagonalizable matrix. We look next upon the charge associated with the above wave equation defined by the formula
where A is the hermitianizing matrix associated with the representation (2 ) and can be expressed in terms of the constants a T >T j of the bilinear form given in (5) . t//+ is the complex conjugate transpose of (//. Using L 0 given by (9) and A we find that the charge associated with the wave equation con sidered here is definite.
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Spinor Formulation of the Wave Equation
a wave equation of the Gel'fand-Yaglom form results which describes particles of spin 3/2. The matrix L 0 associated with this wave equation has the following blocks for spins 1/2 and 3/2, respec tively:
We reformulate the above wave equation with matrix L 0 given by (9) in spinor language. This we do because it is much easier using the spinor form of the wave equation to find the subsidiary conditions of the second kind. These conditions are necessary in the study of the propagation of the wave equation by means of the method of charac teristics.
To express the wave equation (1) in spinor form it is necessary to find the similarity transformation T connecting the canonical basis (4) to the spinor basis [5. 6] (12) where c'o = \, 2, cp = 1, 2, v = 1, 2, (p= 1. 2. co = 1, 2. The transformation T must be such that when acting on the generators and matrices of the wave equation in the canonical basis it converts them into the corresponding generators and matrices of the wave equation in the spinor basis, namely T //3 TT" 1 = IH3, T IH iT ' 1 = 1H+ , T F 3T " 1 = F |,
where c and s stand for the canonical and spinor frames, respectively, and / = 0, 1,2, 3. These rela tions are sufficient to determine T. Using this T we find the spinorial form of the general 20-dimensional Gel'fand-Yaglom wave equation for maxi mum spin 3/2 and matrix L 0 given by (7) . 
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Subsidiary Conditions
As was mentioned in the previous paragraph, to be able to study the propagation of the wave equation in the presence of an external field using the method of characteristics it is necessary to find the subsidiary conditions of the second kind which are determined from the above spinorial form of the wave equation. Thus let us multiply (E 11) by p n\. (E 12) by p 7 i\, (E 14) by j/2 7r2 and (E 15) by p n\ and add. i.e.
P n\ x (£,,) + p n\x ( £ 12) + p n]x ( £ 14)
+ p n2 x ( £ i5) = 0.
Similarly let us multiply (E17) by 37rn, (E18) by 3;r2', (E 19) by 3 7t h and (E20) by 3n2] and add, i.e.
3/r1 1 x ( £ 17) + 3 7T21 x ( £ 18)
Subtracting (15) from (14) Besides the above four subsidiary conditions of the second kind involving the external field com ponents j\\ the wave equation (E) accepts also four more subsidiary conditions of the second kind involving no external field components. Thus let us consider (E17) and (E19). Subtracting (E19) from (E 17) we find the secondary constraint
Subtracting (E20) from (E 18) we find Also, subtracting (E9) from (E7) we find
Finally subtracting (E 10) from (E8) we find d2 = d2.
(28)
Propagation in an External Electromagnetic Field
We look now upon the propagation of the above wave equation in the presence of an external elec tromagnetic field. Thus let us consider the con straints (25), (26), (27), and (28) and substitute them into the wave equation. Doing so we find that (E20) is the same as ( E l8), ( E l9) is the same as (E17), (E10) is the same as (E8) and (E9) is the same as (E7). Thus it can be dispenced with (E20), (E19). (E10), and (E9) and reduce the problem to one involving sixteen differential equations. Hence we conclude that the propagation of the spin 3/2 wave equation considered in this paper is the same as that of the Pauli-Fierz wave equation studied by the author in detail in [7] and shown to violate causality in the presence of an external electromagnetic field.
